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ENABLE “LIGHTBLUE” ON IPHONE
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Once the software is installed, 

create a new virtual device.

The following list gives you the 

options to pick a virtual 

peripheral of your choice. I 

simply just went with:

Despite being able to find the iPhone 

using the “hcitool scan” command, the 

device was not showing up after 

executing the scanning file. To resolve 

this I used “LightBlue”
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FINDING DEVICE 
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The device was then able to advertise BLE advertisements and could be 

found after executing the scanning JavaScript file. 

Only Issue faced was that as seen in the image the uuid (Universally Unique 

Identifier) was constantly changing when the bluetooth signal was lost. That 

meant having to constantly check that the uuid hadn’t changed and if it did I 

would have to alter the socket.js file with the new uuid.
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CONNECT TO SERVER
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Executing the file on the left and the socket.js file in this 

slide the following message should appear. 

The following code is what was used to calculate the RSSI 

reading values from the pi. 
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IMPLEMENT ON REMAINING PI’S
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Apple
Windows10

The first pi was set up using a HDMI cord to a tv screen and that was also how the two remaining pi’s were setup. 

Once successful the remaining two pi’s were tested with the same code to ensure that they could all could connect to 

the server and feed the RSSI values picked up.  To connect the two raspberry pi’s to the server I used the ssh

connection.  It was convenient and also I was only limited to one HDMI code.
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SEND CLIENT DATA TO SERVER

This was when a came across a barrier that 

stopped me from developing my project further. 

When I had initially executed my server code to 

connect my pi’s to the server I had not gotten to 

the point of adding the RSSI calculation into the 

code. So when I tried to connect the pi’s to the 

server this was the code I had used and it worked. 

As you can see by the readings on the side (I had 

tested the code using two pi’s to see what was 

causing the error).

When I tried to implement it using the code with 

the calculation method in it, there was an error. 
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SINGLE READING
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Because of the issue from the previous slide I was left 

working with a single pi reading. 

When it came to researching ways to resolve the issue, 

according to the research “multithreading” was a method 

that could have helped with this issue. I wasn’t fully able 

to understand how socket.io would establish 3 client 

connections to one server.  Most of forums that I visited 

as well to find answers seemed to imply that socket.io 

was not capable of multithread.

It was impossible to find and implement a solution within 

the time limit I had.
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WEBPAGE
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I tried to use the singular pi reading to help develop the website. So I 

tried to quickly develop a “Login” page which I was able to do.  The 

following pages would be accessible when the server connects to the 

pi. Then I tried to create the main page where I would be able to at 

least show how the device would be tracked. To get to the index page 

all that is required is to select “Login” and you should be taken to the 

following index page (screen on right). I came across the “Cannot 

POST” error which was resolved by simply reloading of the page.

I then also hit a barrier when it came to getting the data from 

the server to show on the webpage. It seemed too difficult and 

time consuming so I tried to hardcode the values into the 

webpage code. The white circles is supposed to signify the 

tracked device moving towards the pi which is the circles on 

the right.  If the file is not executed within the server the page 

will only consist of the radar circle on the right. 
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